Abstract. The interplay between theoretical advances and observational discovery has been truly dynamic in WET science. In this brief paper I highlight a few examples of this interplay from the point of view of a "linear theorist": the PG 1159 stars and the pulsating DBs. The data provided by the WET gives theorists cause for celebration and reflection; the failings in particular provide useful future directions for theorists in light of the observational challenges.
Introduction
The heady years of wild successes in WET science are still with us. Since XCOV3 and the remarkable results of the observations of PG 1159, this theorist has been busy full-time trying to understand only one aspect,of the temporal spectra of the pulsating white dwarfs. From linear adiabatic theory, the pulsation frequencies give us a wealth of information about these stars; but the observations present us with baffling riddles that we are still struggling to understand. In this short review, I want to describe my own personal view of what successes we have had, and what challenges we still face. This is a biased sample of problems; others like Paul Bradley or Pawel Moskalik probably have a different list.
Successes and failures in the PG 1159 stars
The identification of a (nearly) unbroken sequence of 20 consecutive overtones in PG 1195 by Winget et al. (1991) crowned a decade of discoveries about this star. The facts that the star showed both £ = 1 and £ = 2 modes, that the period spacings in these modes were consistent with theory, and that they showed the expected number of components from rotational splitting, all were striking confirmation of linear theory of g-mode pulsations in these stars. Beyond this important confirmation, these modes allowed us to constrain the mass of PG 1159 to remarkable precision, and also led to a determination of the surface chemical structure (Kawaler & Bradley 1994) . Mode trapping (initially invoked in white dwarf studies to explain the mode selection mechanism in ZZ Ceti stars by Winget et al. 1981) provides the theoretical tool for interpreting the departures from uniform period spacing in terms of the depth of a subsurface reflecting boundary; common sense then leads us to assume that this reflecting boundary is associated with a composition transition zone.
With a surface helium abundance of 30 %, constant down to a depth of 0.004 M®, the progenitor of PG 1159 must be an unusual object. A theoretical calculation of post-AGB evolution by Iben (1984) shows that such a composition profile naturally results in those stars that undergo a final thermal pulse soon after leaving the AGB. Thus it appears that PG 1159 is a descendant of a star that has been, at a recent time in its past, a so-called "born-again" AGB star.
One of the nagging problems in theoretical models of PG 1159 has been the secular decrease of the period; almost all reasonable models for this star show periods that increase with time. However, through the effects of mode trapping, we think we understand that the period decrease observed can be because the observed mode was a trapped mode, confined to the contracting outer layers. Testing this model requires further observations to find rates of change of other modes in this star. With the insight gained from WET coverage, such a test can be accomplished by routine observation of PG 1159 from single sites.
PG 1159 was so obliging that with high hopes, other similar stars have been observed with WET, including PG 2131, PG 1707, and RX J2117. The last two are still in analysis, but XCOV8 yielded some fascinating results for PG 2131. Though PG 2131 is significantly fainter than PG 1159, the WET data uncovered several £ = 1 triplets . These spacings fit nicely into the same model as PG 1159, but more evolved and therefore cooler. Since mode trapping analysis was not possible with so few modes, we used knowledge gained from PG 1159 to extract a more precise mass out of PG 2131. Use of non-pulsational observational constraints allowed us to tightly constrain its effective temperature. From the luminosity we obtained a distance to PG 2131. As Howard Bond showed at this workshop, the distance to this star can also be obtained by using its close companion, a K dwarf, and Monet's empirical main sequence. The remarkable agreement between these independent distance determinations provides a rare (and therefore valuable) independent check on the seismological distance determination.
Still, the PG 1159 stars remain mysterious. PG 1707 does not readily display the characteristic period structure. Many have attacked the archives for the WET data on this star, but its fundamental structure remains unsolved. PG 2131 shows curious "hyperfine" structure in the prograde component of its triplets; similar structure is seen in other stars. RX J2117 is enigmatic in several respects. Having two WET runs in hand on this object it is clear that the star does not wish to settle into a fixed set of pulsation modes; it looked very different in 1994 and in 1992. For a linear theorist, amplitudes and their changes with time are extremely mysterious. Still the changes in amplitude from mode to mode (and within multiplets) are telling us something very fundamental about these stars. Indeed, amplitude variations are seen in almost all the targets that WET has observed, on time scales from days to years.
Successes and failures in the DB pulsators
The "star performer" among the DBVs observed by WET is of course GD 358, which has been the primary target in two WET campaigns. The results of the first campaign, reported by Winget et al. (1994) are nearly as stunning as those of PG 1159; in some respects more so. It too showed some triplets, and those triplets in turn allowed Bradley & Winget (1994) to model all of the observed m = 0 modes with an evolutionary DB white dwarf model. This model yielded a mass, luminosity (and distance) and surface helium layer thickness. The thinness of the surface helium layer (« 1.5 x 1O _6 M 0 ) was problematic. How could PG 1159 and GD 358 have such different-thickness helium layers? Calculations by Ben Dehner show that this is naturally explained in evolutionary models of white dwarfs that include time-dependent diffusion. Simply, his model of GD 358 descended from the best PG 1159 model available; it began with a surface helium abundance of 30 % (by mass). As it cooled, diffusion floated helium to the surface, providing a thickening surface layer of nearly pure helium. At the temperature of GD 358, the pure helium layer in his model has almost exactly the same thickness as that determined by Bradley & Winget (1994) for GD 358. Seismic results have linked the PG 1159 stars and GD 358 in a direct causal chain, and provided a first confirmation of basic diffusion theory by displaying the change in depth of the surface helium layer.
GD 358 also shows two remarkable trends in the splitting of the multiplets in frequency. First, the splitting of the triplets decreases with decreasing overtone. One can interpret this as the effects of differential rotation, since low-overtone modes are established deeper in the star. If differential rotation is truly the cause, then this means that GD 358 rotates faster on the outside than on the inside. Such a rotation curve is consistent if it has evolved from the PG 1159 phase by local conservation of angular momentum; simply, the outer layers contract more (since they are nondegenerate) and therefore spin up more than the inner layers. Takashi Sekii and I are working on quantitative inversion of the rotational splittings; the results of this work will be submitted for publication in the near future. Another aspect of the splittings is that the m = 0 mode is displaced towards the low-frequency component of the triplets in all cases. Such a displacement was predicted to occur in mildly magnetic white dwarfs by Jones et al. (1989) ; it provides a sensitive measure of the magnetic field strength in GD 358.
A second WET DBV target, PG 1351, was recently observed during XCOV12. Though analysis is very preliminary, this star provides enough trauma for theorists to be notable indeed. It shows a huge dominant peak, plus several harmonics, along with lower amplitude peaks and a host of combination frequencies. Unlike GD 358, PG 1351 does not have a large number of other modes to allow determination of its mass, etc. Like GD 358, PG 1351 shows many combination frequencies. The issue of combination frequencies remains an open question for theorists to ponder. Another failure of linear theory is the fact that GD 358, which has been observed twice by WET, shows a number of overtones that are only in one run or the other. Why should these modes come and go so absolutely?
The final failure of theory in the DB stars limits our enthusiasm over the success of the evolutionary models that include diffusion. For these models that so nicely link the PG 1159 stars, with T eff « 140 000 K, and the DB pulsators with T eff « 24 000 K, are DB white dwarfs for the intervening temperature range. Unfortunately, no DB white dwarfs are known in the interval between 45 000 K and 30 000 K! So what happens to this nice evolutionary picture that makes stars, intermediate between PG 1159 and GD 358, which do not exist?
Causes for optimism
Linear theory has fared well under the challenge of WET data, at least in the cases of the PG 1159 stars and the DB stars. Future WET data will no doubt be interpreted with similar tools; as independent techniques calibrate the application of the models, our confidence in the basic theoretical assumptions in the modeling will grow.
In the process, however, linear theory has been exposed as a gross simplification of the overall characteristics of the observed pulsations. The combination frequencies contain details of nonlinear mode coupling, and the conditions within the stars that give rise to them. The observed changes in amplitude of modes, and their disappearance and reappearance, give further clues to the mode excitation mechanism, and the propagation properties of the stellar envelopes.
We have seen that when modes do come and go, they do so at the frequencies expected from linear theory. Therefore, if a particular star does not show enough modes at a given time for application of the seismological toolbox, all we need to do is keep an "eye" on it, and perhaps new modes will appear that will lead to a solution. To that end, single-site monitoring of objects can provide an invaluable complement to WET observations. Interested observers should rest assured that the theoretical value of such observations is extremely high.
